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About This Game

Take control of Invisible's agents in the field and infiltrate the world's most dangerous corporations. Stealth, precision, and
teamwork are essential in high-stakes, high-profit missions, where every move may cost an agent their life.

Klei Entertainment, the independent studio behind the hit games Mark of the Ninja and Don't Starve, presents: Invisible, Inc.

Key Features

Character selection: Start with any of the 10 unlockable agents in the game, plus 6 agent variants, and 6 starting
programs to crack corporate security.

Deep customization of builds: each play through is different as you create your own strategy using agents, items,
augments and programs, and adapt to your surroundings.

Randomly generated world: locations, threats, and loot are randomly generated so each playthrough is vastly different
and you’ll never get complacent.

Choose your own game mode: with 5 different game modes and extensive custom generation options, each player can
play the way they prefer.

Fully animated cutscenes and voice over: with hundreds of lines of voice over, great animation, and fully animated
cutscenes, we didn’t spare any expense to make an immersive experience.
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Fictionally, Invisible Inc. is about a group of remaining spies from a watchdog organization after a crippling raid on their
headquarters struggling to survive and take down larger and more brutal organizations. Mechanically, Invisible Inc is an
isometric, turn-based, stealth strategy game (often compared to X-COM) that has you using a collection of well-crafted
mechanics to solve problems posed by procedurally generated maps.

These maps have main objectives based on the mission type, and also side objectives. Although only exiting is required to finish
the mission, you will want to get the most out of each mission and thus choose your missions' type based on your team's current
strengths and weaknesses to prepare your team before the final mission.

Where Invisible Inc. struggles is in communicating its mechanics. The game's tutorial only teaches the bare minimum toolset,
this is perhaps countered by the beginner difficulty. This difficulty gives you ways to rewind turns and redo missions. Although
this more hands-off approach might work in the long-term, it can make the player feel cheated when faced with a setback
because of a mechanic the game never directly taught the player, or, worse, if the player never learns these systems, defeated.

Despite this, if you have some patience to learn the finer details of the game, you'll be well rewarded, as, once you have the full
toolset, you'll be able to handle, realistically, anything the game throws at you. Even seemingly impossible situations provided
some good thought is put in, can be overcome, and getting out of these desperate scrapes, even if barely, is what is so rewarding
about playing this game.
~ Recommended. Turn based stealth shouldnt work......but it does.
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